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You don’t have to be a wise old sage to be a great mentor... With the 
right tools, mindset, and a healthy dose of patience, you can empower 
your mentees to thrive in their new practice area. 

Any seasoned mentor will tell you that training lawyers in the initial stages of their career, contributing to those “aha!” moments, and 

seeing them succeed are among the most rewarding and enlightening experiences you can have as a legal professional. But what’s less 

frequently discussed is how to become that seasoned mentor who can support and inspire attorneys to reach their potential.

Mentoring is challenging and time-consuming, and it’s crucial to approach it with a genuine commitment to your mentee’s growth and 

development. And when the associate you’re training is also new to their practice area, the challenges are twofold.

You don’t have to be a wise old sage to be a great mentor (though if you are, good for you!). With the right tools, mindset, and a healthy 

dose of patience, you can empower your mentees to thrive in their new practice area. Today’s fledgling attorneys are tomorrow’s legal 

titans, after all. Who wouldn’t want to be a part of making that happen? 

As a leading California legal research hub with a network of renowned attorneys and judges, CEB has a trove of resources to help 

mentor-mentee relationships flourish. To start you off, here is a step-by-step guide for training lawyers in a new practice area.
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Step 1: Establish Clear Objectives

Mentoring isn’t a passive endeavor. It’s a long-term investment in your associates, requiring an ongoing commitment to supporting and 

advising them. To avoid ambiguity and frustration, set objectives and expectations from the outset. Decide how much time you can 

realistically contribute, communicate that to your mentee, and stick to it. Remember, it’s better to underpromise and overdeliver than 

leave your mentee feeling let down.

Ask the mentee what they hope to achieve and tailor your approach accordingly. Consider asking some of the following questions to 

gain insight into their motivations, goals, concerns, and preferred learning styles:

Crucially, exercise empathy. Think back to when you were new to your practice area and recall the challenges you faced, the anxieties 

and uncertainties you navigated, and the support you wished you had.

Remember, it’s better to underpromise and overdeliver than 
leave your mentee feeling let down.

What motivated you to 
explore this new 
practice area?

What skills or 
knowledge do you 
hope to gain?

Are there any career 
milestones or achievements 

you hope to reach?

What support or 
guidance would be 

most beneficial to you?

What are your 
most enjoyable 

strengths?

What challenges or 
areas of concern do you 
anticipate encountering?

What are your long-term 
career aspirations?
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Step 3: Provide Structured Guidance

Schedule regular meetings and discuss how you’ll use the time to address goals, provide guidance on projects, review progress, and 

offer constructive feedback. This ensures that each meeting is purposeful and aligned with the mentee’s professional development.

Create a structured mentoring plan tailored to the new practice area and your mentee's needs. This might include assignments and 

opportunities for shadowing or cocounseling on cases. Break down complex concepts into digestible chunks, gradually building the 

mentee's expertise. 

Consider structuring your mentoring plan to include the following topics:

Continuous 
improvement

Introduction & 
goal setting

Assessment 
& feedback

Skill 
development 
& learning

Career 
planning & 
advancement

Personal 
development 
& well-being

Networking & 
relationship-
building

Evaluation & 
celebration of 
milestones

Step 2: Get to Know Your Mentee

To understand how you can help your mentee, you need to understand 

who they are beyond their role as an attorney. Remember that they’re not 

just a legal professional but also a multifaceted human being with unique 

experiences, aspirations, and challenges. 

By taking the time to get to know your mentee on a personal level in 

addition to talking shop, you’ll build a rapport based on mutual trust and 

respect. You’ll likely find that the more you do this, the easier it is to 

connect with your mentee and tailor your guidance to support them. 

You might start by scheduling an informal meeting at a coffee shop or 

lunch spot. Ask open-ended questions that invite your mentee to share 

more about their hobbies, interests, background, and aspirations. Take 

note of their goals and any challenges they may be facing personally and 

professionally, and be willing to share some of your experiences. However, 

ensure you respect your mentee’s boundaries and only delve into topics 

they’re comfortable discussing.
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Step 4: Share Knowledge and Experience

The insights you’ve gained from years of practice are the most valuable asset you can offer a newer attorney. Think about successful 

strategies, common pitfalls to avoid, and emerging trends within the field. Encourage open dialogue and be receptive to questions. 

Instill the importance of upholding ethical standards and professional integrity from the outset. Discuss ethical dilemmas commonly 

encountered within the practice area and explore strategies for sound decision-making. Lead by example, demonstrating integrity in 

your professional conduct. 

Remember, many aspects of your practice that now feel second nature to you might feel alien to your mentee. Courtroom 

appearances, for example, can be daunting for someone still gaining experience in a practice area. Below is an example of a 

comprehensive guide for attorneys navigating their first courtroom appearances.

Tips for Attorneys Who Are New to the Courtroom

Conduct a dry run: Understanding what to expect—from 
navigating parking to going through security—can help calm your 
nerves. Check the court calendar the day before your hearing to 
confirm the date and time. On the day, show up at least an hour 
early. After you go through security, check the directory to find 
your courtroom. If you need to file court papers, go to the central 
clerk’s office and then proceed to the courtroom.

Be polite: From introducing yourself to the clerk to being 
courteous to security personnel, politeness toward all 
court staff will pay dividends.

Prepare your documents: Prepare and organize four 
copies of all documents that have been filed or served, as 
well as any additional documents you need to show the 
judge. Don’t forget to bring a clean copy of the pleadings.

Go! When your matter is called, stand behind the table 
designated for you. Let your organization and 
preparation take over.

Familiarize yourself with the court’s local rules: 
Understanding the practical and procedural rules of the 
court is a necessary part of trial preparation.

Prepare yourself: Sleep, eat, and dress well. Take all 
necessary steps to ensure you are physically and 
mentally prepared for your appearance.

Check the docket listing: This is where the court 
posts all the cases it will hear that day. Enter the 
courtroom and check in with the judge’s clerk or 
legal assistant.

Use your waiting time wisely: Observe other hearings 
and absorb all the information you can. Every 
appearance in court is a learning opportunity.

Get to know your judge: Observe hearings ahead of time, 
ideally in front of your judge and the same type of case. 
Understanding your judge’s preferences and peculiarities 
can help you anticipate what to expect.

Identify opposing counsel: Introduce yourself to your 
opposing counsel and discuss any housekeeping items.
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Step 5: Foster Autonomy and Initiative

Empower your mentee to take ownership of their learning journey. Encourage them to seek resources, attend relevant seminars or 

workshops, and engage in independent research. Provide constructive feedback and guidance and allow room for exploration 

and experimentation. 

Secondary sources are critical for familiarizing your mentee with the body of knowledge in their new practice area and helping them 

research more efficiently. CEB has produced practice guides since 1953 and has thousands of hours of on-demand MCLE videos, 

sample templates and forms, guidebooks, and other resources for California state and federal legal research. Following industry news 

is another great way for attorneys to get their arms around a new practice area. CEB’s DailyNews covers more than 30 practice areas 

with takeaways and practical insights for attorneys.

Step 6: Cultivate Professional Relationships

As you’ll have likely discovered in your own practice, building a robust professional network is essential for long-term success. You can 

help your mentee develop their network by introducing them to key stakeholders within their new practice area, including colleagues, 

clients, and industry experts. 

Facilitate networking opportunities and encourage your mentee to seek out and participate in professional associations, bar 

committees, or alumni networks. Below are some suggestions for helping your mentee get the most out of networking.

Networking Tips for Attorneys

Prepare: Encourage your mentee to research the people they 
will be speaking with beforehand. Understanding where they 
work, what their organization does, and what they do within 
their organization will help facilitate more meaningful 
conversations and connections.

Listen: Networking is your mentee’s opportunity to gather 
information about their new practice area and develop 
mutually beneficial relationships. Encourage them to come 
prepared with questions, get the contact information of 
everyone they talk to, and take notes after their conversations. 
Your mentee should also consider how they might help others 
achieve their goals, whether by offering services, flagging 
opportunities, or connecting members of their network. 

Refine the message: Help your mentee craft their "elevator 
pitch." A good elevator pitch should be adaptable, authentic, 
and unique to your mentee—and ideally, it shouldn’t sound like 
an elevator pitch.

Be patient: Best played as a long game, networking is a 
continuous learning and relationship-building process that will 
bear fruit over time. Remind your mentee to be patient and 
persistent throughout the process.
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Step 7: Encourage Reflection and Feedback

Promote a culture of continuous learning and self-reflection by encouraging your mentee to pause, review, and extract lessons from 

their experiences. Provide constructive feedback in a supportive manner, focusing on actionable steps for growth rather than 

criticizing their character or abilities. 

And don’t forget the best part! Celebrate milestones and achievements along your mentee’s journey. Acknowledging their progress 

and contributions to their new practice area will reinforce their sense of accomplishment and belonging within their firm and the legal 

profession more broadly. 

Here are some examples of questions you might ask your mentee about their professional development:

What significant experiences have you had since our last meeting? 

Describe a recent project or task you worked on. What went well, and what could have been improved? 

What recent achievements are you most proud of? What contributed to your success? 

How did you use your strengths to achieve your goals?

What were the most significant challenges you faced recently? How did you navigate them? 

What did you learn from facing those challenges, and how can you apply these lessons in the future?

In what areas do you feel you have grown or developed since we last met? What skills or knowledge 

have you acquired or improved? Where do you still have room for growth or development?

Reflecting on your progress so far, what adjustments do you need to make to your goals or priorities? 

How can I support you in achieving your short- and long-term goals going forward?
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Step 9: Support 
Work-Life Balance

The legal profession is notoriously demanding and 

high-stress, but working 24/7 is not conducive to a 

fruitful and sustainable career. Chronic stress and 

burnout can impair judgment, decision-making, and 

cognitive function, ultimately affecting the quality of 

your work—not to mention wreaking havoc on your 

health and personal relationships. 

Help your mentee start on the right foot by recognizing 

the importance of maintaining a healthy work-life 

balance for overall well-being and professional longevity. 

Teach them to set boundaries and manage their stress 

effectively. Crucially, lead by example, demonstrating a 

balanced approach to your own work and personal life.

Step 8: Foster Resilience and Adaptability

Teach your mentee to embrace failure as an opportunity for growth and resilience by acknowledging that setbacks and challenges 

are inevitable in any legal practice. Discuss their biggest obstacles and uncertainties, and help them develop strategies for 

overcoming them.

The best way to demonstrate to your mentee that failure is an integral part of learning is by sharing your own. Show your mentee 

the many ways you’ve grown in your practice since you started; this demonstrates that it’s possible for them too. They will 

ultimately admire you more for shedding your ego than pretending to be superhuman.

Show your mentee the many 
ways you’ve grown in your 

practice since you started...they 
will ultimately admire you more 

for shedding your ego than 
pretending to be superhuman.
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Destination: Wise Old Sage

Your mentor-mentee relationship is about more than just 

imparting knowledge. You’ll likely find that mentoring will help 

you learn and grow as a legal professional with a few “aha!” 

moments of your own. And hey, you might even become a wise 

old sage in the process.

Mentoring younger lawyers entering a new practice area is not 

only personally rewarding, it’s also an investment in the future. 

By providing guidance, support, and encouragement, you can play 

a pivotal role in shaping the next generation of legal professionals 

— precisely why CEB exists. As you embark on your mentoring 

journey, tap into CEB’s wealth of resources and roster of experts 

to help you empower, educate, and inspire tomorrow’s leaders.

Learn More About CEB With a Free Trial

Elevate your practice with CEB's exclusive free trial, featuring CEB Practitioner™ with OnLAW® Pro, your ultimate resource for 

California and county-specific legal research and guidance.

Mentoring younger lawyers 
entering a new practice area 

is not only personally 
rewarding, it’s also an 

investment in the future.

REQUEST MY TRIAL

https://www.ceb.com/7-day-trial/

